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Motivation of the Work

 We are living in the age of big data.

– The storage capacity of modern data centers is in the order of 
exabytes (1018 bytes) at least.

– SSDs and HDDs are now approaching 0.5 terabytes per inch2!

 These high densities are associated with additional sources of 
errors in modern storage devices.

– Flash: programming errors and inter-cell interference.

– Magnetic recording: grid misalignment and inter-track 
interference.

[Shayan 14]
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Our Mission Statement

 These modern storage devices (e.g., Flash memories) operate at 
very low error rates.

– Effective ECC techniques are a must in order to enable storage 
engineers to use such dense devices with confidence.

 Our mission is to provide the effective ECC techniques exploiting 
the characteristics of the channels underlying storage devices.
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We Focus Here on Spatially-Coupled (SC) Codes

 SC codes have complexity/latency advantages [Iyengar 12].

 Moreover, they also have capacity approaching performance.

– However, there is a large room for improving their finite-length 
performance for canonical and non-canonical channels.

 We provide a three-stage combinatorial approach to optimize 
non-binary spatially-coupled (NB-SC) codes for Flash.

– Stage 1: Optimize the partitioning parameters (OO).

– Stage 2: Optimize the circulant powers (CPO).

– Stage 3: Optimize the edge weights (WCM).

– Stages 1 and 2 operate on the unlabeled graph. They can also 
be used to design high performance binary SC codes.

– Our approach exploits the inherent asymmetry of the 
underlying Flash channel [Parnell 14].
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Important Mathematical Notation

 The following notation is important:

– H is the parity check matrix of the underlying block code (we 
use circulant-based (CB) codes with no zero circulants).

– HSC is the parity check matrix of the SC code. 

– γ is the column weight (variable node (VN) degree).

– κ is the row weight (check node (CN) degree).

– Mb is the binary image of a matrix M.

– Each circulant in Hb is of the form           , where 0 ≤ i ≤ γ-1 and 
0 ≤ j ≤ κ-1. fi, j, for all i and j, are the circulant powers.

– σ is the p×p identity matrix shifted one unit to the left.

– Mbp is the binary protograph matrix of a matrix M (set p = 1).

– m is the memory of the SC code.

– L is the coupling length of the SC code.

– q is the Galois Field (GF) size over which H and HSC are defined.
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Construction of Spatially-Coupled Codes

 The construction steps are:

– Partition Hb into m+1 components: H0
b, H1

b, …, Hm
b .

These components are of the same dimensions.

– Component matrices are coupled L times to construct HS
b
C. HS

b
C

is of size (L+1)γp×Lκp.
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Construction of Spatially-Coupled Codes

 The construction steps are:

– Partition Hb into m+1 components: H0
b, H1

b, …, Hm
b .

These components are of the same dimensions.

– Component matrices are coupled L times to construct HS
b
C. HS

b
C

is of size (L+1)γp×Lκp.

– Overlap parameters for partitioning and circulant powers can 
be selected to enhance the properties of HS

b
C.

– Replace each 1 in Hb by an element from GF(q)\{0} to 
generate H from Hb.

– Apply the same partitioning and coupling scheme mentioned 
above to generate HSC from H.
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Partitioning Techniques from the Literature

 Cutting vector (CV) partitioning [Mitchell 14]:

– Uses a vector of ascending integers to contiguously partition
the block matrix for m = 1.

3        5            8

– In this example: γ = 3, κ = 11, m =

1, L = 7, and the CV is [3 5 8].

 Minimum overlap (MO) partitioning [Esfahanizadeh 17]:

– Minimizes the overlap between each pair of rows of circulants 
in each component matrix (non-contiguous partitioning).

 Our OO-CPO technique (also non-contiguous) outperforms both!
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Effect of Asymmetry on Absorbing Sets (ASs)
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(a, b) AS: a is the 
number of VNs, b is 
the number of 
unsatisfied CNs

 Asymmetry in the channel (e.g., in Flash) results in:

– NB ASs with unsatisfied check nodes having degree > 1.

– NB ASs with satisfied check nodes having degree > 2.

 This is mainly because of the high VN error magnitudes.

 Such dominant objects are non-elementary!

 Example: (6, 4) non-elementary NB AS (γ = 3).

 (6, 2), (6, 3), and (6, 4) are all problematic because of asymmetry.



Detrimental Objects in Case of Flash Channels

 These objects are general absorbing sets of type two (GASTs).

 Define an (a, b, d1, d2, d3) GAST over GF(q) [Hareedy 16]:

– a is the number of variable nodes in the configuration (its size).

– b is the number of unsatisfied check nodes (degree 1 or 2).

– d1 (resp., d2 and d3) is the number of degree 1 (resp., 2 and > 2) 
check nodes.

– Each variable node is connected to strictly more satisfied than 
unsatisfied check nodes (for

some VN values in GF(q)\{0}).

 Define also an (a, d1, d2, d3)

unlabeled GAST (UGAST).

(4, 2, 2, 5, 0) GAST (6, 0, 0, 9, 0) GAST
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What Do We Seek to Do?

 We seek to remove as many detrimental GASTs as possible.

– From [Hareedy 16], we know the nature of GASTs dominating 
the error floor region over Flash for different codes.

– For simplicity, we provide the analysis for γ = 3 and m = 1. We 
have already generalized the work for any γ and m.

 First we optimize the unlabeled graph.

– We derive the optimal partitioning (OO) corresponding to the 
minimum number of detrimental objects in the protograph.

– We devise a circulant power optimizer (CPO) to further reduce 
the number of problematic subgraphs in the unlabeled graph.

– The OO-CPO technique can also be used to design binary codes.

 Then, we optimize the edge weights.

– We apply the weight consistency matrix (WCM) framework.
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The Common Denominator Substructure
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 We simplify the problem of optimizing the unlabeled graph of the 
SC code (the OO-CPO technique)!

– Search for a common denominator substructure that exists as a 
subgraph in multiple dominant GASTs.

– In NB codes with γ = 3 simulated over practical Flash channels, 
this substructure is the (3, 3, 3, 0) UGAST.

– Minimize the number of (3, 3, 3, 0) UGASTs in the graph of HS
b
C.

(4, 2, 2, 5, 0) GAST     (6, 0, 0, 9, 0) GAST       (3, 3, 3, 0) UGAST



OO Partitioning Operates on the Protograph

 Notice that the (3, 3, 3, 0) UGAST is a cycle of length 6.

– A cycle of length 6 in the graph of HS
bp
C (the binary protograph) 

results in p cycles of length 6 in the graph of HS
b
C iff:

,      (1)

where fh, ℓ is the power of the circulant in the cycle, which is 
indexed by (h, ℓ) in HS

b
C [Bazarsky 13].

Example: p = 3.
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OO Partitioning Operates on the Protograph

 Notice that the (3, 3, 3, 0) UGAST is a cycle of length 6.

– A cycle of length 6 in the graph of HS
bp
C (the binary protograph) 

results in p cycles of length 6 in the graph of HS
b
C iff:

,      (1)

where fh, ℓ is the power of the circulant in the cycle, which is 
indexed by (h, ℓ) in HS

b
C [Bazarsky 13].

 Thus, we optimize the unlabeled graph of the SC code as follows:

– Compute the overlap parameters for partitioning that result in 
the minimum number of cycles of length 6 in the graph of HS

bp
C.

– Apply the CPO to break the condition in (1) for as many cycles 
in the optimized graph of HS

bp
C as possible.
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OO: The First Step Towards Our Goal

 We aim at establishing a discrete optimization problem:

– The number of cycles of length 6 in the protograph is expressed 
in terms of the overlap parameters.

 Can we make this task simpler?

– Yes! Via exploiting the repetitive nature of SC codes.

– The VNs of a cycle of length 6 in an SC code with m = 1 span at 
most two consecutive replicas.

19
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OO: The First Step Towards Our Goal

 We aim at establishing a discrete optimization problem:

– The number of cycles of length 6 in the protograph is expressed 
in terms of the overlap parameters.

 Can we make this task simpler?

– Yes! Via exploiting the repetitive nature of SC codes.

– The VNs of a cycle of length 6 in an SC code with m = 1 span at 
most two consecutive replicas.

– Lemma 1: The number of cycles of length 6 in the binary 
protograph (p = 1) of an SC code with γ = 3, κ, m = 1, and L is:

.                (2)

– Fs (resp., Fd) is the number of cycles having their VNs spanning 
one replica (resp., two replicas).

 The next step is to find expressions for Fs and Fd.
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What Are the Overlap Parameters?

 For γ = 3 and m = 1, we have seven independent overlap 
parameters that are:                                                        .

– Overlap parameters of H1
bp are functions of κ and those of H0

bp.

 We illustrate their definitions via an example:

– Consider the case of κ = 11:

– t0 = 5.

– t1 = 6.

– t2 = 5.

– t0,1 = 0.

– t0,2 = 2.

– t1,2 = 3.

– t0,1,2 = 0.
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Deriving the Number of Cycles of Length 6

 The exact combinatorial expressions for Fs and Fd are given by:

– Theorem 1: In the binary protograph of an SC code with γ = 3, 
κ, m = 1, and L, Fs and Fd are computed as follows.

(3)

.               (4)

– All the eight terms in the RHS are functions of κ and parameters

.

– For example,                                                        , where

and [x]+ = max(x, 0).
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The Main Idea of Theorem 1

 The idea is to decompose each of Fs and Fd into four, more 
tractable terms (details are in [Hareedy 17]).

– The union of the cases represented by the eight terms covers 
all the existence possibilities of a cycle of length 6 (in red).

– The cases are mutually exclusive.

– Special situation: If t0,1,2 = 0, Fs,0 reduces to t0,1t0,2t1,2, which is 
the number of ways to select one overlap for each pair.
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Then, We Compute the OO Parameters

 Our discrete optimization problem is described as follows.

– Mathematical formulation:

.              (5)

– Optimization constraints:

Linear constraints on t0, t1, t2, t0,1, t0,2, t1,2, and t0,1,2, capturing 
interval constraints and the balanced partitioning constraint.

– A solution to (5) is                                                             . We call t*
an optimal vector. All optimal vectors perform the same.

 The number of OO partitioning choices is given by:

, (6)

where α is the number of distinct optimal vectors.
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The Steps of the CPO

 After HS
bp
C is designed using t*, we apply the CPO:
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The Steps of the CPO

 After HS
bp
C is designed using t*, we apply the CPO:

1. Assign initial circulant powers to the γκ 1’s in Hbp. Design HS
bp
C2

using Hbp and t* (HS
bp
C2 contains only two replicas).

2. Locate all the cycles of lengths 4 and 6 in HS
bp
C2.

3. Specify the cycles in HS
bp
C2 that have (1) satisfied (active cycles). 

Compute the number of (3, 3, 3, 0) UGASTs in HS
b
C via:

.         (7)

4. Count the number of active cycles each 1 from Hbp is part of, 
and sort these 1’s descendingly according to the counts. 

5. Heuristically, pick a subset of 1’s from the top of this list, and 
change their circulant powers. Do step 3.

6. If FSC is reduced while maintaining no cycles of length 4 in HS
b
C, 

update variables and go to step 4. Otherwise, return to step 5.

7. Iterate until the target FSC is achieved.
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Example on the OO-CPO Technique

 The objective is to design an SC code with γ = 3, κ = 7, p = 7, m = 

1, and L = 30 using the OO-CPO technique.

– OO: Solving (5) yields an optimal vector t* = [3 4 3 0 1 2 0], 
which gives F* = 1170 cycles of length 6 in the graph of HS

bp
C.

– CPO: Applying the CPO afterwards results in only 203 (3, 3, 3, 0) 

UGASTs in the graph of HS
b
C. (P.S. 203 = 1×29 ×7.)

 OO-CPO is not only better, but also faster than MO!

– We can pick any OO choice as they all perform the same.
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Algorithm for Edge Wight Optimization

 Review of the WCM core algorithm [Hareedy 16].

 Input: Tanner graph. Output: Optimized Tanner graph.

1. Identify the set G of problematic GASTs.

2. For each candidate, extract its subgraph from the Tanner graph 
of the code.

3. Determine the set of WCMs of that GAST.

4. For every WCM in that set:
a. Find the null space of the WCM.

b. Break the weight conditions of that WCM via the edge weights.

5. If the GAST removal is successful, reflect the edge weight 
changes in the Tanner graph of the code.

6. This process continues until all GASTs in G are eliminated or no 
more GASTs can be eliminated.
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The Complete Three-Stage Approach

 The steps of our channel-aware code design approach are:

1. Specify the SC code parameters κ, p, and L. For simplicity, we 
focus on NB-LDPC codes with γ = 3 and m = 1 for Flash.

2. Solve the optimization problem for an optimal vector t*.

3. Using Hbp and t*, apply the circulant power optimizer to reach 
the powers of the circulants in Hb and HS

b
C HS

b
C is designed.

4. Assign edge weights in Hb to generate H. Next, partition H
using t*, and couple the components to initially construct HSC.

5. Determine, via simulations and combinatorial techniques, the 
set G of GASTs to be removed from the graph of HSC.

6. Use the WCM framework to remove as many as possible of the 
GASTs in the set G (edge weight optimization).
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Number of (3, 3, 3, 0) UGASTs in Different SC Codes

 All the codes here have γ = 3, m = 1, and L = 30.

 The OO-CPO achieves:

– Between 6.5% and 66.7% reduction compared to the MO.

– Between 74.7% and 93.8% reduction compared to the CV.

 The OO-CPO also defeats that best (reached exhaustively) that 
can be achieved with AB circulants!

33

Design Technique 
Number of (3, 3, 3, 0) UGASTs

κ = p = 7 κ = p = 11 κ = p = 13 κ = p = 17

Uncoupled with AB 8820 36300 60840 138720

SC CV with AB 3290 14872 25233 59024

SC MO with AB 609 3850 6851 15997

SC best with AB 609 3520

SC OO-CPO with CB 203 2596 5356 14960



Significant Performance Gains on Flash!

 Channel: normal-Laplace mixture (NLM) Flash channel.

– MLC channel with 3 reads and the sector size is 512 bytes.

– RBER is raw BER. UBER is uncorrectable BER (FER/(512×8)).

 All the codes have γ = 3, κ = p = 19, m = 1, L = 20, and q = 4.

(14440 bits and rate 0.834) 

 The OO-CPO-WCM approach

outperforms existing methods:

– Code 6 outperforms Code 2

by 2.5 orders of magnitude.

– Code 6 achieves 200% RBER

gain compared to Code 2.

– Code 6 achieves 500% RBER

gain compared to Code 1.
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Significant Performance Gains on AWGN!

 We extended the OO-CPO technique to higher values of γ and m 

for Flash and AWGN channels [Esfahanizadeh 18].

– We managed to achieve zero (3, 3, 3, 0) UGASTs in SC codes 
having γ = 3 and m = 2 via the OO-CPO technique.

 All the codes are binary with κ = p = 17 and L = 30 (8670 bits).

γ = 3 and m = 1            γ = 4 and m = 1         γ = 3 and m in {1, 2}

Notice the waterfall gains!
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Conclusion and Ongoing Work

 Our main conclusion:

 High performance spatially-coupled (SC) codes are designed via 
optimizing:

– Partitioning: The OO partitioning operates on the binary protograph 
of the SC code to minimize the number of detrimental objects.

– Circulant powers: The CPO aims at changing the circulant powers s.t.
objects in the protograph are not reflected in the unlabeled graph.

– Edge weights: The WCM framework operates on the labeled graph of 
the SC code to complete the optimization procedure. 

 Related ongoing work:

 Broadening the scope of applications of the OO-CPO-WCM approach:

– 1-D magnetic recording channels (different common denominator).

We have devised and solved the optimization problem (GC 2018)!

 Multi-dimensional codes for multi-dimensional storage devices.
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